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Chairman’s Message

Contents
As you may beaware that the quarterly bulletin published by Association not only refers to the activities but also
projects the furtherance of the vision of AMDA. Since the issue of the last bulletin in the month of January 2017,
the association organizedone-day workshop on “High Impact change in the wake of ‘e’-governance” under its
capacity development programme. The workshop was attended by large number of delegates from amongst our
esteemed members and organizations significantly Gujarat Water Supply & Sewerage Board, Delhi Jal Board and
the Yamuna Expressway Industrial Development Authority (YEIDA). The association is committed for
strengtheningand capacity building of its members and is holding a Two day Seminar on “Urban Management
and Impact of GST on Municipalities (ULBs) and Development Authorities” at Leh on 19th and 20th June, 2017.
The association also held its Executive Council Meeting in the last week of February 2017 and took some
important decisions to further streamline the work being carried out by the association. In the wake of it,
compilation of Establishment-cum-Service Rules for the association have been prepared for consideration
before the Executive council to be convened shortly.
I would urge the Urban Local Bodies and Authorities to make efforts to make the association even stronger to
implement new programmes in situations where these Bodies are not fully equipped to do so. Exchange of ideas
would definitely lead to better urban development initiatives by all of us and, therefore, all Members as well as
Non-Members are requested to be more in touch with the office of the association and send your ideas to us so
that we could hold more interactive sessions in future.
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Construction and Demolition Waste Processing
A Pioneering Initiative by Delhi
Pradeep Kumar Khandelwal, Chief Engineer, East Delhi Municipal Corporation, Delhi

years.

MCD and other agencies are handled separately.

The project encompasses the following:

Processing Of C&d Waste
The plant has a process stream of 500 TPD. The
plant is designed to work in two shifts i.e. 16 hours per
day and operates for 330 days in a year. Sequence of
Unit operations is as follows:

Ÿ Secondary C&D Waste Collection from

designated locations
Introduction:
onstruction and demolition debris comprise
concrete, plaster, bricks, metal, wood,
plastics etc. It is estimated that the
construction industry in India generates about 10-12
million tons of waste annually. The amount of
construction & demolition (C&D) waste generated in
the country has increased considerably in recent years
due to rapid pace of development.

C

There is no uniform and systematic process followed
in determining the total quantity of C&D waste
generated or in collection, transportation and
disposal of C&D waste anywhere in India.Moreover,
the management of C&D waste is of major concern
due to the shortage of dumping sites and increase in
transportation/disposal costs. C&D waste strewn
across our cities chokes surface drains, disrupts
traffic and is an eyesore on the urban landscape.
It is estimated that Delhi itself generates about 4500
to 5000 tons per day (TPD) of Construction &
Demolition (C&D)Waste. Per Sqm Waste generation
is as under:
New Construction activities : 35 kg/ sqm
Re-Construction activities : 350 kg/ sqm
Average C&D Waste received at the landfills: 2000
TPD
Characteristics of C & D Waste

demolition debris generated in the MCD area in
2005. To improve C&D collection, treatment and
disposal, MCD involved private operators to collect,
transfer and process C&D waste. Accordingly,
IL&FS Environment had made an offer to start a
pilot project for systematic management of 500 TPD
(tones per day) of C&D waste. The project envisaged
appropriate collection mechanism for C&D waste
generated in the command area, its collection and
transportation to the designated site identified for the
purpose by the MCD, processing of the waste and
reclaiming of the land by filling up, leveling and
compaction. MCD has provided the land at
Jahangirpuri (about 7 acre) to start with for a C&D
facility on the condition that the land is reclaimed
through filling and returned to the MCD.
Directive Of Delhi Government For Disposal Of
C&d Waste Either At Mcd Dumpsites Or Ieisl
C&d Facility
As per periodic directives issued by MCD, all C&D
waste generated in the city of Delhi has to be
disposed at either the three dumpsites maintained by
different Municipal Corporation of Delhi or at the
C&D processing facility managed by IEISL. All
tenders issued by PWD and DSIDC, etc have the
clause that the contractor has shown documentary
proof of proper disposal of C&D waste.
Construction Waste Management-project
Rationale
The rationale for the proposed project is to separate
C&D stream from MSW for better management of
municipal solid waste and in this process
Ÿ Partially transfer the responsibility and cost of

Note: Metal, Timber, glass,plasterboard and plastic are almost entirely recycled

With increasing constraint of availability of space for
storage of construction and demolition debris as well
as for saving space at the landfill sites, Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD) had taken the initiative
to streamline the management of construction and
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collection, transportation, and disposal to the
C&D waste generator
Ÿ Explore and develop a market for processed C&D
waste.
Under the agreement, a 500 TPD C&D Waste
Recycling Plant has been set up by IL&FS
Environmental Infrastructure and Services Limited
(IEISL). The plant has been set up on Public Private
Partnership (PPP) basis for a concession period of 10

Ÿ On-call C&D Waste Collection Services
Ÿ Setting up and operating call centre / helpline
Ÿ Transportation of collected C&D waste to

designated processing plant
Ÿ C&D Waste Processing
Ÿ Manufacturing, Marketing and Selling Recyclable
Products
Ÿ Disposal of Process rejects to secured landfill
The processing facility installed by IEISL/ IL&FS at
Jahangirpuri, Delhi, is a first andone of its kind
initiative in the country. It aims at using a novel
method in recycling the C&D waste generated in the
city. As this is the first project of its kind, the selection
of vehicles, processing equipment, and methodology
adopted for processing had to undergo number of
iterations. Due to heterogeneous nature of incoming
C&D waste, IEISL had to constantly fine tune the
production process as well as technology adopted for
processing it. It will be worth mentioning here that till
date IEISL has processed approximately 14 lakhs
tons malba over a period of 5 years.

Ÿ Receipt & Inspection of C&D Waste at the plant
Ÿ Weighing of waste using computerized weigh

bridge
Ÿ Manual Segregation & Resizing
Ÿ Dry/Wet Processing
Ÿ Preparation of Final Products

The waste, which is received at the facility, is first
inspected for any hazardous substances. After
clearance from this step, the waste is weighed on an
electronic bridge, and the acknowledgement slip is
provided. The weighbridge is equipped with CCTV
cameras for continuous monitoring of the weighing
process.
After the first step, the waste is dumped to the tipping
floor where the first step of segregation is done.
Whole bricks are removed manually and reused in
construction work.

Process Flow The Waste to Convert in Useful
Product

Then, big concrete pieces and C&D waste is then
taken for further processing. It is manually or
mechanically crushed to 200mm-400mm size for
further processing.

Site Development And Processing
The site allotted by MCD was fairly low lying and
marshy. There was requirement of making the site
usable for setting up the plant which necessitated
filling up the low-lying ground. Considerable amount
of C&D waste was used for this purpose in addition
to some segregated and processed aggregates.

Wet processing line has a designed capacity to
process 70 Tons per hour. Even taking into
consideration a 14 hours working scenario in the day
time, plant can handle about 1,000 tons of C&D
waste every day. Hence the plant has sufficient
surplus capacity to process waste in addition to 500
TPD of C&D waste generation of MCD, which it is
mandated to process.
The wet processing of the C&D waste with the CDE
Asia C&D System is as under:-

Collection Of C&d Waste
Adequate transport is available at the plant at all times
to cater for both scheduled and on demand collection
requests of MCD. Scheduled collection is done from
different collection points in the three designated
zones.
Apart from MCD, other Government agencies like
PWD, DDA, DSIIDC, NBCC have also availed the
services of IEISL for collection and transportation
of C&D waste. Collection of waste belonging to

Ÿ Collected C&D waste is first screened through a

+200 mm Screen to segregate Concrete blocks,
bricks and other trash items from mixed C&D
waste.
Ÿ -200mm C&D waste is then screened through a
+60 mm grizzly to remove loose soil and muck.
C&D waste in the size range of -200 to +60 mm
are then passed through an Impact crusher, for
AMDA Bulletin
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size reduction.
Ÿ Segregated bigger size concrete boulders as well

as mixed concrete are broken with help of rock
breaker. Further size reduction will be done with
the help of processing machines.
Ÿ For the wet process a total set of machinery
consisting of Grizzly, Vibro Screens, Evo Wash,
Thickener etc, that is capable of segregating sand
from mixed C&D waste is used.

The C&D waste is thereafter being recycled into
aggregates at the waste management facility, which is
in turn converted to Ready Mix Concrete (RMC),
Cement bricks, hollow bricks, pavement blocks, kerb
stones and concrete bricks. The products have been

tested in various laboratories and found to be suitable
for the specific purposes. These products are actually
being sold in the market. Some of the Products made
from recycled material are:
Environmental Benefits
Reduced use of virgin construction materials is the
single most important environmental benefit of
C&D waste recycling facility. Therefore, one has to
look at the life cycle of a natural resource to assess
environmental benefits accrued from C&D waste
recycling.
From the entire C&D waste processed, the recovery
of 40% of aggregate from the waste can be used for
manufacturing cement blocks, which require minimal
quantity of cement. Using of recycled aggregate in
this process will reduce the consumption of fresh
stones and sand. This, when measured in quantity will
lead to conservation of about 175 T of sand and soil
per day.

Social Benefits
The project established has given many social
benefits to the people. It has primarily generated
awareness among people to avoid illegal dumping of
C&D waste. For a very long time, there was no
awareness about safe disposal of C&D waste. All
leading infrastructure agencies would dump the
waste in land fill sites, or other barren land around the
city. Moreover, even the government agencies did not
have any organized method of disposal of C&D
waste.

Similarly, the recovery of concrete aggregate is
roughly 10%. This can be mixed with cement and
sand in designed proportion to make RMC.
Segregation and processing of every 100 tonnes of
C&D waste will result into about 10 tonnes of RMC
in addition to other products.

Perceived Risks
Due to challenging land parcel, technological risk was
the first to be addressed. Proper compaction and
additional factor of safety against settlement due to
vibrations in the design of foundation has helped
manage this risk.

C&D waste management facility reduces the
burden on the landfill sites in and around the city.
Jahangirpuri site of IEISL has handled 1.4 million
tons of waste since inception. This translates to
saving of land foot print of over 72,000 square
meters even after assuming 10 meter tall heap of
garbage and specific gravity of the C&D waste to be
1.65.

Increasing costs of transportation fuel, power and
labour was a challenge at operating level. Since the
facility managers do not have any control on the
process of power and fuel, they decided to give an
extra emphasis on the higher yield per tonne of C&D
waste produced and opted to produce high value
products such as RMC.

As this is the first project of its kind in the country,
the selection of processing equipment and
methodology adopted for processing had to undergo
a number of improvements. Due to the
heterogeneous nature of the incoming C&D waste,
IEISL has had to constantly fine tune the production
process as well as the technology adopted for
recycling. The unit has wet and dry processing line
cable of handling about 2000 tons per day of C&D
waste in three shift operations. It will be worth
mentioning here, that IEISL has received and
processed approx. 15 lakh tones C&D Waste at the
project site and approximately 4.78 lakhs tons of
C&D waste in FY 2013-14 has been received and
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processed. Soil and grit are one of the major
constituent of C&D waste. In Fy 2013-14, 2.66 lakh
tons of soil/grit has been separated from mixed
C&D waste and disposed as filling material. About
23000 tons of recycled concrete aggregates has been
produced. Part of this has been further converted
into value added products like Ready mix concrete,
pavement block and other precast products.

Market risk and taxation are the two risks which are
yet to be addressed effectively. Acceptability of the
recycled construction material is relatively less which
poses market risk. Lack of BIS codes, prevents it
from selling to government agencies. RMC attracts
very high duty rates of 12.5% for VAT. Most of the
cast products made out of C&D attracts very high
excise duty of 12.36%. Other products of C&D
waste recycling attract VAT of 5% and excise duty in
the range of 6 to 8%. Delhi Government has been
considerate in exempting VAT on sale of Pavement
Blocks and kerb stones made out of recycled C&D
waste.
Policy or regulatory intervention and rationalization
of excise duties may be required to mitigate market

risk and enhance bankability of the project.
In order to assess bottom line of the initiative the
environmental and social benefits will have to be
considered. In prevailing policy environment,
economic benefits of C&D waste recycling facility
are not very attractive. However if environmental
and social benefits could be monetized, C&D waste
recycling facility becomes very viable option for
waste management.
Way Forward
Scale Up
Natural next step for a single C&D waste processing
facility serving ever expanding metro city of Delhi is
to enhance capacity. Needless to say that IEISL is
planning to run the facility round the clock to double
the waste handling capacity.
All metros and cities having population above 1
million will require such a facility. However, this scale
up would require developing ecology of investors,
developers, consultants, service providers, and skilled
manpower. IEISL is willing to work with the
governments to develop such ecology in the national
interest.
Policy Advocacy
Seeing is believing. IEISL C&D waste processing
facility is acting as a reference point for officials of
several Urban Local Bodies. Despite this, a dialogue
needs to be opened with the urban development
administration to secure the following:
(a) Standardization of technology for C&D waste
facility
(b) Standardization of specifications for products
of C&D waste recycling
(c) Rationalization of excise duty and VAT for
products of C&D waste management facility
(d) Incentives for developers and investors by
monetizing environmental and social benefits of
C&D waste management facility
(e) Revise schedule of rates (SOR) :Using
publicly available scientific study by premium
institutes CPWD can revise its SOR to allow use
of paver blocks and flooring tiles from recycled
C&D waste.
(f) Include detailed and stringent provisions on
collection, disposal, recycling of C&D wastes in
Draft Municipal Solid Waste and
Management Rules
AMDA Bulletin
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(g) Need accountability in reporting of C&D
waste. Develop data bases for each city
The underlying spirit behind the projects of waste
management has far reaching consequences and
requires patience on the part of developers. These
projects have more of social value vis-à-vis business
or economic value and therefore require greater
support from the system. The C&D recycling project
being the first of its kind in the country requires more
support as against MSW projects where the model
has more or less crystallized.
Conclusion
Technical And Regulatory Requirements
Not much effort has been made in this sector and
data regarding generation and characteristics is
scantily available. We need strong policy to support
and develop this sector.
We need steps for the whole country. Therefore,
policy is required for mandating the following:
1. Each ULB should keep track of construction
and demolition activity within its jurisdiction
and generate data regarding actual generation
of C&D waste and its characteristics. The d a t a
collection should be continuous for at
least
one year at a time. The exercise should
b e
repeated once in every 3 years to keep track
of the changes.
2. This information should be sent to the Nodal
Agency in the State, which would collate the
data and create a data base for each ULB in t h e
state.
3.

Expert organizations / institutions should
analyze the data and evolve ways to use the
material in the best possible manner. The
solutions may be different for different areas
in the country.

4.

Pilot demonstrations should be set up preferably at least one in each state for
experimenting, verifying and validating the
findings. Private companies, especially those
associated with construction activities and
waste management should be involved and
their inputs taken. Inputs from international
experience may also be considered,
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particularly regarding technical
developments. But like other waste
management sectors one must keep in mind
that waste management is a highly localized
sector and any technology imports would
require through analysis and adaptation
exercise.
5.

Based on the above the relevant regulations
and by-laws for civil construction would have
to be changed so that the recycled C&D
material can be used legitimately.

Importance of IEC
One crucial factor for the success of C&D waste
management program is IEC. Since the concept of
appropriate management of C&D waste is new in
this country, information and education would be
necessary to garner public support as well as to
change the mindset and attitude of the public as well
as the municipal staff, private operators and other
stake holders. The summary of analytical data and
R&D results from the Expert Institutions as well as
Nodal Agencies should be put in public domain in
the interest of the public, who are deeply involved
with generation of C&D waste in individual as well as
institutional capacity.

E-governance and Socio-Economic Impact
V. P. Sharma, Admin-cum Accounts Officer, AMDA

An Introduction
The fastest growing component in the modern world
is Information Communication Technology (ICT)
which is playing the key role in the information and
interaction which attracts a change in the functions
and meeting requirements of the public at large. The
Indian Government has set to promote its dealings
and services electronically. In this regard, the Indian
Government’s major policy measures have been
defined in terms of computer density, connectivity,
content including cyber laws. E-Government can
advance the agenda on governance and economic
r e f o r m , t r a n s p a r e n c y, a n t i - c o r r u p t i o n ,
empowerment and poverty reduction. It is in the
offing that the country has to see whether egovernance can eradicate poverty, reduce inequality
and satisfy basic human needs in a developing
country like India. We may look at this factor as a
future phenomenon. The social environment of each
of the projects in the study is made up of the local
factors that comprise the intended beneficiaries, their
social make up and condition, both before and after
the project was implemented, as well as any influence
thereon has the relationships within the community.
The largely quoted scenario in India is the impact on
rural community and their involvement in relation of
e governance i.e. Information Communication
Technologies (ICTs) on rural population comprising
of farmers and small traders including the patriwala
or the road side squatter. In case it is achieved the
negotiating power of middlemen, which currently
based on their monopoly will go and trade
information, will become more conducive towards
the far mers who can use Infor mation
Communication Technologies (ICTs) to obtain the
same information which was being enjoyed by the
middlemen. The Information Communication
Technologies (ICTs) impacts in rural projects will
also encourage gender relations, advancing women’s
equality, and increasing incomes, which may directly
affect reducing poverty. Given the number of
initiative recently announced by the Central and State
Governments in India, it transpires that “egovernment” will be important in India and by many
measures; the transactive power in India will be more

transparent to help in reducing corrupt practices and
the gap in rich and poor. The topic of e Governance
globally covers in papers, books, workshops and
conferences. It focuses specifically on municipal e
Governance and looks at needs of municipalities and
their citizens towards improving city governance and
the use of ICT to deliver public services. The
essential source is the experience in implementing e
Governance modules in over 200 cities municipal e
Governance projects have been implemented in
cities and towns across India.
Most Municipalities have procured computers and
connected themselves on the internet, several have
created websites with information on the
municipality, and some have even gone so far as to
provide transactional capability such as registering
grievances, collection of Local taxes and property tax
etc. In spite of these various efforts the impact of e
governance has been limited to a few pockets, we
have not seen wide spread use of ICT to obtain leaps
in municipal operational efficiency and service
delivery. It is the need to take e Governance and to
list out key essential components requires for e
Governance implementation. It also goes into the
outcomes from such a well designed system and
comes closer in the event some case studies of a
successful municipal e Governance are to be
undertaken.
Purchase of computers, modernization and creation
of a city website thereby using office productivity
tools operating through M S Office in the
municipality truly embark on a robust platform that
can systematically improve administration and
delivery of citizen services to be friendlier. An
integrated approach to Municipal e-Governance
drives towards automating department level
operations. The focus is typically on specific
functions, such as Property tax collection, Revenue
Dept., Financial Accounting, Accounting Dept.
across Municipal organization with access
throughout India
Implementation Strategies AMDA Bulletin
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There is enormous diversity in the composition and
structure of local self-governments, even within a
state. The large corporations operate with large
organization structures with complex workflows
(Chennai Corporation has 31 fully functional
departments, & each department with its own set of
processes); ( Mumbai Corporation relies on Octroi
as a source of revenue) and citizen delivery services
from multiple para-statal agencies like Water Boards
responsible for Supply of Water. On the other end
of the spectrum, there are the smaller local bodies at
the Town Panchayat level where the local selfgovernment is a small, cohesive unit responsible for
almost all the civic services. The functional
requirements and the capacity of the endusers to absorb an e-governance solution
are typically much lower than that of the
large ULBs. It is therefore very important
to adopt an implementation strategy that
factors these intra-state variations.
One of the most important thing in eGovernance is not the ‘e’ but the
Governance part is an oft repeated cliché.
The nature and scale of the capacity
building constraints depend on the nature
of the ULB. It is apparent that the
complexity is heavily dependent on the size
and the scope of operations of the local
self-government body.
The essence of e governance can be
divided into four major components:

G&G INFRATECH PVT. LTD.
Beyond The Limits....

Digital Banking

Digital Banking plays the role of a catalyst in
achieving the goal of financial inclusion in an
economically beneficial manner.
The ‘Digital India’ initiative, coupled with a payments
infrastructure, is laying the cornerstone for a digital
economy, keeping in mind the increasing willingness
of people to use the internet, and the rising data
traffic in the country. The vision of the initiative, as
outlined by the Government of India, focusses on
the provision of infrastructure as a utility to every
citizen, digital empowerment, services on demand
and governance.
The impact of ‘Digital India’ by 2019, as envisaged in
the vision document published by GOI, has so far led
to:
Ÿ An investment of USD18.4 billion to provide last

mile internet connectivity
Ÿ Setting up of a pan India fiber-optic network by

June 2016
Ÿ Provision of Wi-Fi services in cities with a

population of more than one million
Ÿ Provision of internet access to 250,000 village

clusters at a cost of about USD 5.9 billion

R-52, First Floor, Shakarpur,
Vikas Marg, Delhi-110092
phone:09212796020, 09212717424
E-mail:g_ginfratech@live.com

2. I m p l e m e n t a t i o n : P o s t t r a i n i n g , t h e
implementation hand-holding component needs
to focus on providing technical both software and
processes as well as organizational support like
data entry.
3. Capacity Building: In many cases, there is a need to
augment capacity to ensure better
implementation. The reasons are primarily that of
insufficient manpower (a serious issue in the
smaller ULBs where there have been caps on
recruitment for several years) and a skill set
AMDA Bulletin
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4. Policy Frameworks: This is typically the most
complex part involving legal framework changes
(e.g. amendments to the Act to switch to accrual
basis of budgeting from the existing cash based
budgeting).

We undertake all kind of civil structure and novel
Engineering in the field of Construrtion of specialized
systems.
Vast experience of Civil Engineering including MRTS
involving DMARC and NCRTC.

1. Training: Training of end-users on the
software
and where relevant, new
principles like double entry accounting
and processes involving
budgeting
etc.
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mismatch as most accountants in the smaller
ULBs are not familiar with double-entry
accounting and to cover that gap, fresh
recruitment of qualified accountants is a necessity.

Ÿ Availability of ‘digital lockers ‘to each citizen,
Ÿ Development of 100 smart cities in India, for
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

which USD1.2 billion has been allocated
Universal phone connectivity
Setting up of 400,000 internet access points
Digital inclusion targeting job creation for nearly
1.7 crore people trained in IT
Creation of at least 8.5 crore indirect jobs related
to IT
Focus on moving towards automation in delivery
of government services
Achievement of a leadership position in IT
towards betterment of banking services
Widened internet access to empower citizens
digitally.

Indian Payments is transforming at an amazing pace.
In the last one month, India has witnessed a major
change in Economic transactions. The aftereffect of
the surprising announcement of Government is
perceived in all over India. In this scenario of
“demonetization”, digital payment methods have

become the prime medium of transaction in ecommerce.
India is a start-up core for the world and smartphone
and the internet users in India is increasing day by day.
All these factors act as a platform for online payment
services. In the very recent past several Banking and
Non-Banking institutions are offering electronic
payment systems. We have to choose an online
payment service for the hackle free cashless
transaction. Here we illustrate the top 5 digital
payment gateway in India.
Digital Payment Methods:
1. Mobile wallet:
A simple way to
carry your cash in
To Pay
digital form. It is
an app-based
stored value
account.
Though
primarily
it was used
for
bill payment
a n d
recharge only. Nowadays mobile wallets are ideal
electronic payment medium for all sorts of
transactions. Both the Banking and Non-Banking
institutions are offering mobile wallet services. You
can make your ticket booking, order food, cab
booking etc. through the mobile wallets. You can also
send money through this online payment processor
to another person who has the same mobile wallet
platform. Mobile wallets are funded through
debit or credit card or net banking. So, with this
secure digital payment service provider, you can pay
with your smartphone, tablet, or smart watch. You
must load the mobile wallet on your smartphone,
then wallet account must be funded through cards or
net banking. After fund addition, you can use your
wallet for above-mentioned purposes. the various
bank-led mobile wallets are Lime by Axis Bank,
Pockets by ICICI Bank, SBI Buddy by SBI, PayZapp
by HDFC and Ziggit by IDFC Bank.
2. NUUP/USSD Service | Mobile banking:
This is a mobile-based digital payment service
provider. The full form is National Unified USSD
Platform. USSD is an innovative digital payment
service and it is the abbreviation of Unstructured
Supplementary Service Data. This method allows
mobile banking transactions using the nominal
AMDA Bulletin
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feature of a mobile phone without using mobile
internet data facility. It is a combined effort of Banks
and telecom service providers. The users of all GSM
mobile handsets can avail the service. A customer can
approach banking services by just dialing *99# from
his/her mobile phones. The mobile No. should have
to be registered with his/her Bank account. This
service has been launched to cover every common
man across the country. The prime services offered
under NUUP include fund transfer, balance inquiry,
mini statement and other value added services.
NUUP is currently available on 11 Multi-lingual
languages.
3. Net Banking:
Internet Banking portal provides anywhere, anytime,
online access to an account. It is an electronic
payment system which provides the customers a
platform for a broad range of financial transactions
through the official website of an institution.
Internet Banking offers various services to fulfill your
banking demands. The features of net banking are
fund Transfer to own and third party accounts, Ticket
booking (Rail, air, bus, hotel), online tax payment,
online bill payments etc.
The other two special felicities of net banking are
National Electronic Fund Transfer (NEFT) and
Immediate Payment Service (IMPS). NEFT is a
one-to-one fund transfer, that means any individual
or firm can digitally transfer funds from any bank

branch to another individual or firm. If anyone has
no bank Account, he or she can transfer funds
(Maximum limit of 50,000) through the NEFTenabled branches. IMPS offer an instant digital fund
transfer service using mobile phones. IMPS are used
to transfer money instantly within banks across the
country through mobile, internet and ATM. This is a
safe procedure for your money transaction.

9
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4. POS Payment through cards:
Nowadays, marketing in a shopping mall has become
an essential part of our lifestyle. Whenever your
marketing has completed you can pay through the
POS payment. Not only in shopping malls, many

financial banking services and caters to customers of IDFC bank as well as other bank customers on Aadhaar
platform. It can perform a variety of financial & non-financial transactions. It helps customers of any bank in
accessing their accounts and performing banking transactions.
AadhaarPay: Aadhaar pay is another step towards digital India wherein the merchant smartphone will act like a
pos machine wherein the customer can select the bank name and Aadhaar number which is linked, upon entering
the amount the customer has to authenticate for the same and the money is credited to the merchant account.
Convenience and authenticity is much more in Aadhaar pay as customer has to just remember his/her Aadhaar
number and use his thumb impression for the payment.
That’s all for the top 5 digital payment methods. You can choose anyone from these top 5 online digital payment
systems to be a part of cashless India. For your convenience, we have tabled the features of cashless payment
gateways.
Digital Payment
Method

shops, and marketplaces are also using
POS payment system in the current scenario.
This system reduces the headache of carrying cash in
your pocket. only a card (debit or credit) swipe can
complete the transaction. Most of the Retailers used
to offer you to pay through the POS payment System.
The three key conditions for this payment gateway
are POS Device, Merchant Bank a/c and Internet
connectivity. You can pay your bill simply through the
card swipe and then enter your pin and your bill
amount will be directly deducted from your bank a/c.
Don’t forget to collect your printed receipt.
5.Aadhar Enabled Payment System (AEPS):
AEPS makes another forward step for Digital India.
You may use it in anywhere and anytime. if you do
not possess any debit or credit card, then this system
is the most helpful payment method for you. To
enable this system just go to the bank and provide
KYC (Know Your Customer) to open a new bank
a/c, make sure that aadhar number is linked to your
bank a/c and you are ready to avail this system. At the
time of the transaction the bank will authenticate
your aadhar and through the micro ATM or POS,
they will complete the transaction. AEPS is used in
MicroATM and Aadhaar Pay
Micro ATM: MicroATM delivers the full banking
services near to doorstep it allows customer to open
Aadhaar based eKYC saving account, instant
RD/FD, Aadhaar based services, Government
enabled Direct Benefit Transfer payments,
remittances, Update of mobile and email details of
customer, Bill Payments and DTH/Mobile
recharges. It offers all the basic financial and non-

Requirements

Useful for whom

Pros

Cons

1 Mobile Wallet

Smartphone, wallet apps,
fund transfer to the wallet
through your debit or
credit card or net banking.

All the card holders and
Net-bankers.

Headache free cashless
transaction from anytime
and anywhere.

Yo u h a v e t o p a y
remittances to bank a/c.
Transaction amount is
limited.

2 NUUP/USSD
Service

Basic featured mobile
phone, Mobile no. should
be linked with bank a/c.

All GSM service holders.

No need to have mobile
inter net connection.
Digital banking services to
every common man.

A minimum transaction
cost may be charged to
customer. transaction
limit is Rs 5,000/day and
Rs 50,000/annum

3 Net Banking

Internet connection, your
bank A/C have to be
enabled net-banking
service.

All the Bank A/C holders.

Banking service in
anytime and anywhere.
Any individual with no
Bank A/C can transfer
fund through NEFT.

No. of NEFT settlement
is restricted for weekdays
a n d S a t u r d a y. N o
transaction in Holidays.
Bank charges is applicable
for availing banking
services.

4 POS Payment

POS Device, Merchant
Bank a/c and Internet
connectivity.

Most of the Retailers used
to offer you (card holders)
to pay through the System.

Cashless shopping, Fund
transfer limit is negotiable
between Merchant’s Bank
and payee Bank.

Loss of connection can be
a vital issue during
processing.

5 AEPS

An Aadhar card linked
with your Bank A/C
(KYC provided), micro
ATM or POS. Bio-metrics

All the Aadharcard
holders.

Easy Cashless transaction
method for the person
who has no debit or credit

In some remote area
micro ATM or POS
system may not work
properly due to
connection

card.

problem

authentication
6 Unified
Payments
Interface (upi)

Bank A/C, Mobile
number should be linked
with bank a/c Smart
Phone with inter net
facility and Debit Card

All the Bank A/C holders
who have debit cards.

users can manage multiple
bank A/C into a single
mobile app.

It is not available for every
bank. only 30 banks
provide UPI service.

7 Banks Pre-Paid
Cards

Bank A/C (KYC
provided), Smartphone,
internet, MPIN

All the Bank A/C holder

Cashless hackle free
transaction offered by all
leading banks.

Monthly fund transfer
limit is restricted and
customer have to pay
charges for transaction.

8 Micro ATM

Micro ATM device,
Identity authentication
for the customers.

Anyone who has their
Identity authentication.

Through this system
customer can transact
fund into their bank
account

The only four services
offered by the system are
Deposit, Withdrawal,
Fund transfer and
Balance enquiry.
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AMDA Updates

AMDA Invites

T

AMDA invites Municipal Corporation, Municipalities, Development Authorities,
Construction Agencies and Supplier of cogent items of Capital nature, relevant
for ULBs/Development Authorities to advertise in its quarterly bulletin (AprilJune) 2017 to reach its member/non-member ULBs, Development Authorities,
Ministries, Premier Institutions, Organizations concerning Urban Development
and related fields of every State and UT.

he Meeting of Executive Council held on 22nd February, 2017 at the Conference Hall of
NCR Planning Board office under the chairmanship of Shri B K Tripathi, IAS (Chairman,
AMDA and Member Secretary, NCR Planning Board). The meeting was attended by
members of Executive Council namely, Shri P Selvadurai, Chief Planner, MPU, Chennai
Metropolitan Development Authority; Shri AnsarAlam, Executive Engineer (P), North
Delhi Municipal Corporation; Shri Jagdish Kumar, E.E.II, Haryana Urban Development
Authority (HUDA), Gurgaon; Shri Ashok Kumar, Executive Engineer, Nagar Nigam
Kanpur; Shri ChanduBhutia, Director (Planning), Delhi Development Authority; Ms.
Ruchi Gupta, Joint Director (Technical), NCR Planning Board; Shri V. P. Sharma,
Administrative-cum-Accounts Officer, AMDA; Shri P. K. Jain, Finance &
Accounts Officer, NCR Planning Board ; Shri Harsh Kalia, Assistant Director
(Admn.), NCRPB/Handling Charge of AO, AMDA
Following the welcome of the participants by Chairman, AMDA the
agenda items were discussed. The Executive Council approved the
minutes of the last Executive Council Meeting and the Action Taken
on the Minutes of the last EC Meeting.
The EC unanimously concurred for Revival of the Post of
Director-cum-Member Secretary, whichwas in
abeyance for long and also approved the
Amendment to the Recruitment
Rules for Director-cum-Member
Secretary. The EC also
concurred to the proposal
for providing Authorized
Medical Attendant
(AMA) for the
employees of AMDA
and the Introduction
of Annual Appraisal
for considering grant
o f
a n n u a l
increments to its
employees.
The Meeting ended
with vote of thanks from
Chairman, AMDA..
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The Ad should reach to AMDA latest by June 10, 2017.
Payments will be accepted in cheque/DD in favor of “AMDA, Delhi”
Please contact AMDA office + (91)11 26494486, 26497973, 41017641 or email at amdadelhi@gmail.com for further enquiry.

AMDA’s Members will get 25%
concession on the above mention rates.
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Workshop On High Impact Change In The
Wake Of ‘e’ Governance
DATED 17.03.2017

A

ssociation of Municipalities and
Development Authorities (AMDA)
organised a one-day workshop on “High
Impact Change in the wake of ‘e’ Governance”
for Urban Local Bodies (ULBs), Development
Authorities and Bodies/Autonomous Bodies etc. of
India on 17.03.2017 at India Habitat Centre, Lodhi
Road, New Delhi. The topic was chosen to discuss
the change in the wake of digitalization and Skill
India with ‘e’ governance, and to expose its members
to the current scenario of digital transactions, which
involves releases of the funds to States as Grants and
Loans as well as to the Development Authorities for
different schemes and preparing accounts thereof
including implementation of various schemes in the
changed circumstances.The Workshop was attended
by over 40 distinguished participants of different
member Municipal Bodies / Development
Authorities from all over India. The main feature of
the workshop was that around 15 participants were
from non-member of AMDA. The highlight was on
the changing scenario in the implementation of
Information Communication and Technology (ICT).
The workshop had the galaxy of eminent speakers
from the prestigious institute like Indian Institute of
Public Administration (IIPA) and the accounts
expert from the top accounting organization of the
country “The Controller General of Accounts”.
The exposure towards Public Private Partnership
(PPP) in the modern day scenario in implementation
of different projects throughout the country was of
great significance for the executive of the
Development Authorities. The speaker from the
Tata Power Delhi Distribution Limited emphasized
the concept of manual meter reading including
downloading of meter data and its tenability in the
court of law with a close monitoring on the revenue
generation and cash flow management.
The Chairman, AMDA in his inaugural address
emphasized the need of formation of this
association enabling communication among all and
share the problem areas with a view to explore the
ways to redress them. He also impressed upon the
need of the Local Bodies to meet challenges in
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various areas as many of the cities area not able to
provide the basic civic amenities to the residents due
to migration of people to larger cities, which makes
the situation further difficult for the residents. The
Chairman laid emphasis on the importance of the
topic chosen for the day.He also recalled the olden
days when we had to line-up in the queues for
obtaining travelling tickets from the booking
counters while in the current scenario it is possible
from your home.
The participants suggested for conducting such
workshops in future also and desired to include topic
on the working of the Local Bodies and
Development Authorities, which may also throw
light on release of Funds under various scheme and
purpose. Taking the suggestion, AMDA looks ahead
to conduct workshop on the topic involving
empowerment of Local Bodies/ Panchayati raj
system in the wake of 73rd and 74th constitutional
amendment preferably at a city in the North-Eastern
Area.

Inaugural session by Shri B K Tripathi, Chairman, AMDA

Participants at the Workshop 2

Interactive Session

Prof. Nand Dhameja (Retd.), IIPA

Ms. Satya Gupta, General Manager,
Tata Power Distribution Ltd

Registration process for the workshop

Participants at the workshop

Shri V.P. Sharma, Admin-cum-Accounts officer,
AMDA interacting with the participants
AMDA Bulletin
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Dr. Kusum Lata, Professor, IIPA

Dr. Saket Bihari, Associate Professor, IIPA

AMDA Members
S.NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

AMDA MEMBERS - DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITIES

Hyderabad Metropolitan Development Authority
Capital Region Development Authority
Visakhapatnam Urban Development Authority
Kakatiya Urban Development Authority
Ahmedabad Urban Development Authority
Jamnagar Area Development Authority
Rajkot Urban Development Authority
Surat Urban Development Authority
Vadodara Urban Development Authority
Bhuj Area Development Authority
Bhavnagar Area Development Authority
Haryana Urban Development Authority
Bangalore Development Authority
Bangalore Metropolitan Region Development Authority
Bijapur Urban Development Authority
Chitradurga Urban Development Authority
Thiruvananthapuram Development Authority
Greater Cochin Development Authority
Calicut Development Authority
Goshree Islands Development Authority
Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority
Punjab Urban Planning and Development Authority
Jaipur Development Authority
Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority
Lucknow Development Authority
Kanpur Development Authority
Agra Development Authority
New Okhla Industrial Development Authority
Varanasi Development Authority
Allahabad Development Authority
Meerut Development Authority
Ghaziabad Development Authority
Greater Noida Industrial Development Authority
Bulandshahr-Khurja Development Authority
Hapur-Pilkhuwa Development Authority
Kolkata Metropolitan Development Authority
Haldia Development Authority
Asansol-Durgapur Development Authority
Siliguri Jalpaiguri Development Authority
Delhi Development Authority
Special Area Development Authority, Gwalior
Greater Mohali Area Development Authority
Mussorie-Dehradun Development Authority
Baddi Barotiwala Nalagarh Development Authority

From Editor’s Desk
S.NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

AMDA MEMBERS - MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS

Municipal Corporation of Guntur
Greater Hyderabad Municipal Corporation
Greater Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation
Ahmedabad Municipal Corporation
Vadodara Municipal Corporation
Rajkot Municipal Corporation
Surat Municipal Corporation
Bhopal Municipal Corporation
Indore Municipal Corporation
Municipal Corporation Jabalpur
Nashik Municipal Corporation
Kolhapur Municipal Corporation
Dhule Municipal Corporation
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai
Coimbatore City Municipal Corporation
Tiruchirapalli City Corporation
Tirunelveli City Municipal Corporation
Kanpur Nagar Nigam
Durgapur Municipal Corporation
North Delhi Municipal Corporation
South Delhi Municipal Corporation
East Delhi Municipal Corporation
Nanded Waghala City Municipal Corporation
Corporation of the City of Belgaum
Singrauli Municipal Corporation
Ujjain Municipal Corporation
Lucknow Municipal Corporation
Municipal Corporation Gurgaon
Municipal Corporation Faridabad

Tentative Forthcoming Events:1.

Seminar on “Urban Management and Impact of GST on
unicipalities (ULBs) and Development Authorities” on 20th and
21stJune 2017 at Leh, Ladakh (J&K).

2.

Workshop on “Urban Planning and Disaster Management” in the
Month of July-August, 2017 at Delhi.

3.

Conference on “Preventive vigilance and disciplinary proceeding
including conduct of Departmental Inquiry” in the month of
September 2017at Pachmarhi, Madhya Pradesh.

4.

Workshop on “Function of ULBs, Generating Revenues and
Managing Finance in ULBs and Development Authorities” in the
month of October-Novemberat Shillong.

S.NO. AMDA MEMBERS - MUNICIPALITY
1

Guruvayur Municipality

S.NO. AMDA MEMBERS - MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
1
2
3

Bruhat Bangalore Mahanagar Palike
Aizwal Municipal Council
New Delhi Municipal Council

S.NO. AMDA MEMBERS STATE REGIONAL LEVEL BOARDS

1
2
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Gujarat Municipal Finance Board
NCR Planning Board
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DELENG / 2011 / 35990

INDIA

ASSOCIATION OF
MUNICIPALITIES AND DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITIES

The Association of Municipalities and Development Authorities (AMDA), is the flagship
organisation having Municipal Corporations, Municipalities, Council and Development
Authorities of India as its members. AMDA is performing the work of institutional development
a n d c a p a c i t y b u i l d i n g o f U L B s a n d d eve l o p m e n t a u t h o r i t i e s a c ro s s I n d i a .
It acts as a focal point for exchange of ideas and information on urban planning and development.
The main goal of the organisation is to assist in institutional, organizational and human resource
development of its member organisation through numerous capacity building and trainings.
Since its inception AMDA has withnessed many developments and has emerged as knowledge integration and experience-exchange platform for the Urban Local Bodies and Development
authorities. It has been playing a pivotal role in the field of urban development and related issues
and acts as a storehouse of critical data and the focal point of adoption of better urban
management practices by ULBs.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Association of Municipalities and Development Authorities (AMDA)
7/6, Sirifort Institutional Area, August Kranti Marg, New Delhi -110049, India
Phone: 91-11-26494486, 91-11-26497973, 91-11-41017641, Fax: 91-11-26491675
E-mail : amdadelhi@gmail.com, info@amdaindia.org
Web : www.amdaindia.org
Disclaimer Views expressed in invited articles are those of the authors and not necessarily subscribed to. or
endorsed by AMDA or any other organisation associated with the publication of AMDA Bulletin.

